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Common Information Models for an Open, Analytical, and Agile World

2015-04-08

maximize the value of your information throughout even the most complex it project foreword by tim vincent ibm fellow and vice president cto for ibm analytics group to

drive maximum value from complex it projects it professionals need a deep understanding of the information their projects will use too often however it treats information

as an afterthought the poor stepchild behind applications and infrastructure that needs to change this book will help you change it five senior ibm architects show you how

to use information centric views to give data a central role in project design and delivery using common information models cim you learn how to standardize the way you

represent information making it easier to design deploy and evolve even the most complex systems using a complete case study the authors explain what cims are how to

build them and how to maintain them you learn how to clarify the structure meaning and intent of any information you may exchange and then use your cim to improve

integration collaboration and agility in today s mobile cloud and analytics environments your information is more valuable than ever to build systems that make the most of

it start right here coverage includes mastering best practices for building and maintaining a cim understanding cim components and artifacts scope perspectives and depth

of detail choosing the right patterns for structuring your cim integrating a cim into broader governance using tools to manage your cim more effectively recognizing the

importance of non functional characteristics such as availability performance and security in system design growing cim value by expanding their scope and usage

previewing the future of cims

Agile Development in the Irish Software Industry

2009-03-26

this book is based on an innovative research study which devised a suitable change management framework for irish software development companies seeking to make



the transition from a more traditional software development process to one which is more agile and responsive utilising kotter s eight step technique for organisational

change as a basis this research demonstrates how the incorporation of agile software techniques using the scrum process effected successful changes within one of the

world s leading electronic design automation eda companies

Digital Business Leadership

2018-04-27

this book provides specialists and executives with a clear yet practical set of recommendations to meet the challenges of digital transformation and ensure long term

success as a leader in a primarily digital business world the authors describe the fundamental principles of digitization and its economic opportunities and risks integrating

them into a framework of classic and new management methods the book also explores how increasing digitization not only of communication but of complete value

chains has led to a need to establish a digital business leadership digitization is changing people and markets it causes the upheaval of entire industries creates new

digital centric companies and forces established companies to cope with the transformation activities associated with these digitization processes new approaches and

methods have to be learned tried and tested patterns of thinking have to be explored and last but not least innovation activities have to be understood as continuous

necessities at the same time digital business offers considerable opportunities for renewing competitive advantages improving existing process structures and realigning

products services and business models

Managing Agile Business Technology

2022-01-22

this book describes a conceptual management system derived from the business and technology relationship model btrm the btrm describes the relationship between



business and technology and provides simple definitions for service quality alignment agility and governance it explains our problems with traditional methods

democratizes the management and governance of enterprise technologies and is suitable for introducing process automation this book describes in detail how the btrm

combined with a focus on value creation and value delivery will enable continuous change in the context of current emerging and future technologies it illustrates the

potential for real time insight and control not previously considered and provides a wide range of information to plan an implementation understand where ai can be

applied and its importance in the world of self managing systems the topic of this book is particularly relevant for business managers business technology managers and

technology service providers

Effective Complex Project Management

2014-09-16

robert wysocki does it again and again he has evolved from a project management expert and guru to the preeminent thought leader on managing complexity in the 21st

century wysocki s approach is to use an adaptive framework and decision making tool which includes a robust project management methodology that seamlessly

integrates change and can be applied to all types of projects across industries this adaptive complex project framework is aligned with the most contemporary principles of

innovation agility and lean approaches to change and represents the most advanced thinking in applied complex project management to date kathleen hass project

management and business analysis practice leader consultant and pmi award winning author of managing complex projects a new model with technology continuing to

invade the business world and the convergence of complexity uncertainty and constant change a whole new class of projects has emerged for which traditional project

management models such as waterfall are totally insufficient these are called complex projects extreme project management models and a variety of agile project

management models such as scrum rational unified process feature driven development and dynamic systems development method have emerged but project failure rates

have not been measurably reduced effective complex project management offers a proven solution to managing any project that must succeed in the face of

organizational complexity and market uncertainty in the form of an adaptive complex project framework developed refined and validated through 20 years of client



experiences and feedback from project management thought leaders this framework and robust methodology has demonstrated a favorable impact on project and program

management success rates dr wysocki demonstrates that for program and project managers to be consistently successful in managing complex projects they need to

include in their project management portfolio of processes an adaptive framework that continuously analyzes and adapts to changing and modifying conditions even to the

point of changing project management models mid project the author s adaptive complex project framework is currently the only robust tool to offer an orderly approach to

do just that when applied and managed correctly this intuitive framework that proceeds from ideation to set up to execution has proven to deliver on the purpose of

programs and projects without fail in the form of desired business value

Software Processes and Life Cycle Models

2018-08-24

this book provides a comprehensive overview of the field of software processes covering in particular the following essential topics software process modelling software

process and lifecycle models software process management deployment and governance and software process improvement including assessment and measurement it

does not propose any new processes or methods rather it introduces students and software engineers to software processes and life cycle models covering the different

types ranging from classical plan driven via hybrid to agile approaches the book is structured as follows in chapter 1 the fundamentals of the topic are introduced the basic

concepts a historical overview and the terminology used next chapter 2 covers the various approaches to modelling software processes and lifecycle models before

chapter 3 discusses the contents of these models addressing plan driven agile and hybrid approaches the following three chapters address various aspects of using

software processes and lifecycle models within organisations and consider the management of these processes their assessment and improvement and the measurement

of both software and software processes working with software processes normally involves various tools which are the focus of chapter 7 before a look at current trends

in software processes in chapter 8 rounds out the book this book is mainly intended for graduate students and practicing professionals it can be used as a textbook for

courses and lectures for self study and as a reference guide when used as a textbook it may support courses and lectures on software processes or be used as



complementary literature for more basic courses such as introductory courses on software engineering or project management to this end it includes a wealth of examples

and case studies and each chapter is complemented by exercises that help readers gain a better command of the concepts discussed

Making Sense of Agile Project Management

2011-02-08

making sense of agile project management business economics project management the essential primer to successfully implementing agile project management into an

overall business strategy for a project to be truly successful its management strategy must be flexible enough to adapt to dynamic and rapidly evolving business needs

making sense of agile project management helps project managers think outside the box by presenting a deep exploration of agile principles methodologies and practices

straying from traditional bureaucratic procedures that are rigidly defined this book espouses a heavy reliance on the training and skill of collaborative cross functional

teams to adapt the methodology to the problem that they are attempting to solve rather than force fitting a project to a particular methodology making sense of agile

project management focuses on how agile project management fits with other more traditional project management models to provide a more effective strategy includes

many cases taken from real world companies illustrating good and bad agile implementation provides coverage that is balanced and objective with discussion of both agile

and non agile methodologies making sense of agile project management employs a straightforward approach that enables project managers to grasp concepts quickly and

develop adaptable management tools for creating a vibrant and fluid business environment by utilizing the principles laid out in this book business managers and leaders

will strengthen their ability to meet the risks and complexities of any individual project and better understand how to blend the appropriate balance of control and agility

into an overall business strategy



Management 3.0

2010-12-28

in many organizations management is the biggest obstacle to successful agile development unfortunately reliable guidance on agile management has been scarce indeed

now leading agile manager jurgen appelo fills that gap introducing a realistic approach to leading managing and growing your agile team or organization writing for current

managers and developers moving into management appelo shares insights that are grounded in modern complex systems theory reflecting the intense complexity of

modern software development appelo s management 3 0 model recognizes that today s organizations are living networked systems and that management is primarily

about people and relationships management 3 0 doesn t offer mere checklists or prescriptions to follow slavishly rather it deepens your understanding of how

organizations and agile teams work and gives you tools to solve your own problems drawing on his extensive experience as an agile manager the author identifies the

most important practices of agile management and helps you improve each of them coverage includes getting beyond management 1 0 control and management 2 0 fads

understanding how complexity affects your organization keeping your people active creative innovative and motivated giving teams the care and authority they need to

grow on their own defining boundaries so teams can succeed in alignment with business goals sowing the seeds for a culture of software craftsmanship crafting an

organizational network that promotes success implementing continuous improvement that actually works thoroughly pragmatic and never trendy jurgen appelo s

management 3 0 helps you bring greater agility to any software organization team or project

Effective Complex Project Management

2014

with technology continuing to invade the business world and the convergence of complexity uncertainty and constant change a whole new class of projects has emerged



for which traditional project management models such as waterfall are totally insufficient these are called complex projects extreme project management models and a

variety of agile project management models such as scrum rational unified process feature driven development and dynamic systems development method have emerged

but project failure rates have not been measurably reduced effective complex project management offers a proven solution to managing any project that must succeed in

the face of organizational complexity and market uncertainty in the form of an adaptive complex project framework developed refined and validated through 20 years of

client experiences and feedback from project management thought leaders this framework and robust methodology has demonstrated a favorable impact on project and

program management success rates dr wysocki demonstrates that for program and project managers to be consistently successful in managing complex projects they

need to include in their project management portfolio of processes an adaptive framework that continuously analyzes and adapts to changing and modifying conditions

even to the point of changing project management models mid project the author s adaptive complex project framework is currently the only robust tool to offer an orderly

approach to do just that when applied and managed correctly this intuitive framework that proceeds from ideation to set up to execution has proven to deliver on the

purpose of programs and projects without fail in the form of desired business value key features defines the four quadrant project landscape in order to classify project

types classifies the linear incremental iterative adaptive and extreme project management model types into the appropriate project quadrants introduces the objective

strategy and tactics model to align projects to the strategic plan uses a co manager project team model for increasing business value emphasizes meaningful client

involvement for increasing project success presents an incremental implementation model for defining and transitioning to an effective complex project management

environment details a project support office used for complex project management

Building the Agile Enterprise

2010-07-28

in the last ten years it has brought fundamental changes to the way the world works not only has it increased the speed of operations and communications but it has also

undermined basic assumptions of traditional business models and increased the number of variables today the survival of major corporations is challenged by a world



wide marketplace international operations outsourcing global communities a changing workforce security threats business continuity web visibility and customer

expectations enterprises must constantly adapt or they will be unable to compete fred cummins an eds fellow presents it as a key enabler of the agile enterprise he

demonstrates how the convergence of key technologies including soa bpm and emerging enterprise and data models can be harnessed to transform the enterprise

cummins mines his 25 years experience to provide it leaders as well as enterprise architects and management consultants with the critical information skills and insights

they need to partner with management and redesign the enterprise for continuous change no other book puts it at the center of this transformation nor integrates these

technologies for this purpose shows how to integrate and deploy critical technologies to foster agility details how to design an enterprise architecture that takes full

advantage of soa bpm business rules enterprise information management business models and governance outlines it s critical mission in providing an integration

infrastructure and key services while optimizing technology adoption throughout the enterprise illustrates concepts with examples and cases from large and small

commercial enterprises shows how to create systems that recognize and respond to the need for change identifies the unique security issues that arise with soa and

shows how to deploy a framework of technologies and processes that address them

Management 4.0

2018-03-26

management 4 0 handbook for agile practices release 2

The Laws of Software Process

2003-09-25

within one generation software has become one of the principal sources of wealth in the world the development and use of software has grown faster than for any artifact



in the history of the world probably no topic or subject in history has accelerated in its rate of practice as software has software development now needs to mature into a

disciplined activity to overcome the difficulties that have traditionally plagued it software developers engineers and project managers need a reference that describes the

evolution of software where it has been and where it is going the laws of software process a new model for the production and management of software reveals a novel

and compelling structure for development that redefines the very nature and purpose of software the author explains how in the modern knowledge economy software

systems are not products in the classical sense but is the modern medium for the conveyance of information literally software is the currency of the knowledge basis of

wealth in today s society from this definition flows a new assessment of the basics of software development the purpose of methods and processes a comparison of

programming languages and an analysis of quality management cost estimation and project management and completion the groundbreaking perspective outlined in this

book serves as an expert guide for successful planning and execution of development projects

Project Management Maturity Model

2021-04-11

assisting organizations in improving their project management processes the project management maturity model defines the industry standard for measuring project

management maturity and agile and adaptive capabilities project management maturity model fourth edition provides a roadmap showing organizations how to move to

higher levels of organizational behavior improving project success and organizational performance it s a comprehensive tool for enhancing project management practices

covering areas critical to organizational improvement such as the project management office management oversight and professional development it also provides

methods for optimizing project management processes and suggestions for deploying the model as a strategic tool in improving business outcomes new material in each

chapter also outlines good practices for implementing adaptive an agile processes the book also includes the project portfolio management maturity model which covers

best practices for determining portfolio maturity setting short term priorities implementing benefits realization management improving portfolio management processes and

tracking progress the author j kent crawford ceo of pm solutions describes the basics of project management maturity including the benefits of assessing maturity and



presents a comprehensive framework for improving organization s processes chapters are based on the ten project management knowledge areas specified in the project

management institute s standard the pmbok guide this edition provides new and revised materials based on the pmbok guide including a fresh focus on agile and adaptive

methods benefits realization and organizational change management organizations can use this book to determine the maturity of your organization s project management

processes gauge readiness for agile transformation map out a logical path to improve your organization s processes set priorities for short term process improvement track

and visualize improvements in project management over time learn to translate process maturity into business results after an objective assessment an organization can

set its goals for increasing the capability of its processes and develop a plan for reaching those goals this book is ideal for anyone involved with improving the capability of

an organization s project and portfolio management processes

Lean and Agile Project Management

2017-01-13

when project managers are faced with budget cuts and fewer resources waste elimination becomes a priority in maintaining effectiveness this does not mean shortening or

abandoning traditional project cycles though in fact fast results on critical assignments can only be completed with strong plans and a detailed work breakdown structure

the connections or lack thereof are what strongly impact performance and quality this book defines nine wastes found in project management and demonstrates how they

can be addressed with lean technology

Agile Modeling with UML

2017-04-26

this book focuses on the methodological treatment of uml p and addresses three core topics of model based software development code generation the systematic testing



of programs using a model based definition of test cases and the evolutionary refactoring and transformation of models for each of these topics it first details the

foundational concepts and techniques and then presents their application with uml p this separation between basic principles and applications makes the content more

accessible and allows the reader to transfer this knowledge directly to other model based approaches and languages after an introduction to the book and its primary

goals in chapter 1 chapter 2 outlines an agile uml based approach using uml p as the primary development language for creating executable models generating code from

the models designing test cases and planning iterative evolution through refactoring in the interest of completeness chapter 3 provides a brief summary of uml p which is

used throughout the book next chapters 4 and 5 discuss core techniques for code generation addressing the architecture of a code generator and methods for controlling

it as well as the suitability of uml p notations for test or product code chapters 6 and 7 then discuss general concepts for testing software as well as the special features

which arise due to the use of uml p chapter 8 details test patterns to show how to use uml p diagrams to define test cases and emphasizes in particular the use of

functional tests for distributed and concurrent software systems in closing chapters 9 and 10 examine techniques for transforming models and code and thus provide a

solid foundation for refactoring as a type of transformation that preserves semantics overall this book will be of great benefit for practical software development for

academic training in the field of software engineering and for research in the area of model based software development practitioners will learn how to use modern model

based techniques to improve the production of code and thus significantly increase quality students will find both important scientific basics as well as direct applications of

the techniques presented and last but not least the book will offer scientists a comprehensive overview of the current state of development in the three core topics it

covers

Essential Management Models

2022-07-29

essential management models is a compilation of business tools that actually work it s a guide to the very best in practical management thinking no reinventing the wheel

no management fads and no corporate word bingo essential management models demystifies strategy tools and does so with attitude the view that any decision is better



than no decision the book encourages you to go on decide and provides you with reference on how to do so rather than a series of independent summaries the book

makes connections between frameworks to expose the overlaps and relationships between them this is the key to what makes the exercise worthwhile the tools useful

and the book unique using diagrams extensively to explain key concepts but without ever dumbing down the book is written for managers who get things done or students

who want to if you ve ever studied management or strategy before essential management models will enable you to go back to the models and use them to do a better

job or think more clearly it will remind you of the interlinkages between the frameworks to really make them work as a coherent whole if you ve forgotten them it will give

you confidence to use them if you ve written them off as mere theory we urge you to think again

Capacity Maturity Model Integration, Quality Techniques, and Agile Manufacturing in Management

2022-02-22

this book provides useful solutions for organizations to become more competitive both domestically and globally and thus achieve competitive advantage to this end it

reviews the capability maturity model integration cmmi in industry that achieved significant results however it should be noted that product manufacturing requires

appropriate product quality which should never be forgotten as such the book considers the six sigma technique approach which is one of the most well known techniques

used in organizations it also discusses the agile manufacturing am approach which has received a lot of attention from organizations due to the growth of technology rapid

changes in customer needs and demands and increased information exchange

Agile Project Management

2018-05-06

agile project management is one in every of the revolutionary strategies introduced for the apply of project management this can be one in every of the newest project



management ways that s principally applied to project management apply in software system development therefore it s best to relate agile project management to the

software system development method once understanding it from the beginning of software system development as a business there are variety of processes following

love the body of water model with the advancement of software system development technologies and business necessities the standard models don t seem to be strong

enough to cater the stress therefore a lot of versatile software system development models were needed so as to handle the gracefulness of the wants as a results of this

the data technology community developed agile software system development models agile is associate umbrella term used for distinguishing numerous models used for

agile development love scrummage since agile development model is completely different from typical models agile project management could be a specialised space in

project management the agile method it is needed for one to possess a decent understanding of the agile development method so as to grasp agile project management

agile method there square measure several variations in agile development model compared to ancient models the agile model emphasizes on the very fact that entire

team ought to be a tightly integrated unit this includes the developers quality assurance project management and also the client frequent communication is one in every of

the key factors that produces this integration potential therefore daily conferences square measure control so as to work out the day s work and dependencies deliveries

square measure short typically a delivery cycle ranges from one week to four weeks these square measure ordinarily referred to as sprints agile project groups follow

open communication techniques and tools that change the team members including the customer to precise their views and feedback overtly and quickly these comments

square measure then taken into thought once shaping the wants and implementation of the software system tag scrum agile methodology agile development agile

coaching agile leader agile methods agile introduction agile scrum agile testing agile software development scrum master certification scrum agile scrum master scrum

product owner agile planning agile for project ma

The Evolution of Project Management in a Scaled Agile Environment

2018-07-27

over the last few decades agile delivery methods have been increasing in popularity which has led to scaled agile models that encompass an entire organization on the



surface these models do not look like they have project management functions or roles four key hypotheses will be proposed and explored for how project management

concepts competencies and principles are still needed in scaled agile models and how they need to evolve

Effective Project Management

2013-12-02

the popular guide to the project management body of knowledge now fully updated now in its seventh edition this comprehensive guide to project management has long

been considered the standard for both professionals and academics with more than 32 000 copies sold in the last three editions it has now been fully updated to cover the

new pmbok guide well known expert robert wysocki has added more than 100 pages of new content based on instructor feedback enhancing the coverage of best of

breed methods and tools for ensuring project management success with enriched case studies accompanying exercises and solutions on the companion website and

powerpoint slides for all figures and tables the book is ideal for instructors and students as well as active project managers serves as a comprehensive guide to project

management for both educators and project management professionals completely updated to cover the new pmbok guide examines traditional agile and extreme project

management techniques the enterprise project management model and kanban and scrumban methodologies includes a companion website with exercises and solutions

and well as powerpoint slides for all the figures and tables used written by well known project management expert robert wysocki effective project management seventh

edition remains the comprehensive resource for project management practitioners instructors and students pmbok is a registered mark of the project management institute

inc

Developing Organizational Maturity for Effective Project Management

2018-03-09



despite criticism for their serious shortcomings maturity models are widely used within organizations the appropriate applications of these models can lead to

organizational and corporate success developing organizational maturity for effective project management is a critical scholarly publication that explores the successes and

failures of maturity models and how they can be applied competently to leadership within corporations featuring coverage on a wide array of topics such as project

management maturity agile maturity and organizational performance this publication is geared toward professionals managers and students seeking current research on

the application of maturity models to corporate success

How to Survive the Organizational Revolution

2019-10-07

people face a bewildering choice of new organizational design options new organizational forms are sweeping across businesses now that information technology enables

better communication both internally and across boundaries this book helps managers to navigate the new landscape by providing a concise and practical overview of

forms like holacracy the spotify model platform organizations multidimensional organizing and ecosystems it discusses these forms and provides a user guide showing

when they are effective and when to avoid them short insightful excursions explain how the organizational revolution affects issues like human resource management the

changing role of middle management planning and control and self organization finally the book guides you through the question how to design new forms and how to

implement them practical examples and enlightening case studies show the struggles and successes you face in working in this new environment self organized dynamic

and externally oriented structures replace hierarchical predictable and internally oriented structures the business unit and the matrix that dominated the twentieth century

are making way for new forms of organizing this book is the first complete overview of new organizational forms in the information economy it is an indispensable guide to

profit from the opportunities new organizational forms present



Enterprise Release Management

2011

an indispensable resource for business leaders it professionals and project managers working to effect positive change in their organizations this innovative book presents

a new paradigm for the management of evolving business and it architectures enterprise release management takes a holistic view of change that offers a synthesis of

traditional management approaches including project and change management enterprise architecture and development practices like configuration and release

management unlike many books that simply focus on portfolio planning this practical reference establishes an end to end release framework which ensures initiatives are

planned and prioritized to streamline portfolio execution and delivery benefits of the release centric approach advocated include reduced execution and operational risk

improved demand management and optimized release throughput this unique book offers a fresh enterprise perspective that addresses strategic change and the release

life cycle providing executives and managers with the tools they need to chart and track the course of their business

Organizational Models for Industry 4.0

2022-10-19

this book draws on a neo institutional theory to characterize service oriented manufacturing firms in relation to more familiar organizational forms such as lean and agile it

sheds light on whether being lean is a prerequisite for agile organizations and whether agile organizations are precursors of service oriented organizations the book

empirically examines the prevalence of such organizations using representative samples of manufacturing firms in an industrialized country this approach makes it possible

to zoom in and determine whether the extent of adoption of digital manufacturing innovations digital services and service oriented business models varies with

organizations size industry product complexity lot size type of design process and type of manufacturing process in turn it shows which digital manufacturing innovations



lean practices and services contribute to leanness related performance capabilities like quality and costs agility related capabilities like fast delivery flexibility and

innovation and service oriented capabilities like high service performance and digitalization in addition it explores the question of whether lean agile and service oriented

performance capabilities contribute to financial performance separately or jointly

Agile by Design

2015-09-14

achieve greater success by increasing the agility of analytics lifecycle management agile by design offers the insight you need to improve analytic lifecycle management

while integrating the right analytics projects into different frameworks within your business you will explore in depth what analytics projects are and why they are set apart

from traditional development initiatives beyond merely defining analytics projects agile by design equips you with the information you need to apply agile methodologies in

a way that tailors your approach to individual initiatives and the needs of your projects and team lifecycle management is a complex subject area and with the increasingly

important integration of analytics into multiple facets of business models understanding how to use agile tools while managing a product lifecycle is essential to

maintaining a competitive edge in today s professional world gain an understanding of the principles processes and practices associated with effective analytic lifecycle

management discover techniques that will enable you to successfully initiate plan and execute analytic development projects with an eye for the opportunity to engage

agile methodologies understand agile development frameworks identify which agile methodologies are best for different frameworks and how to apply them throughout the

analytic development lifecycle with analytics becoming increasingly important in today s business world you need to understand and apply agile methodologies in order to

meet rising standards of efficiency and effectiveness agile by design is the perfect reference for project managers cfos it managers and marketing managers who want to

cultivate a relevant forward thinking lifecycle management style



Project Management Beyond Waterfall and Agile

2018

congratulations to all for your excellent efforts in writing this book at this time of the crisis caused by the covid 19 pandemic whatever methodology we prefer to use we

must all come together to create better and kinder ways to work and live we must also gather many different points of view and ways of thinking to solve the problems we

are all now experiencing throughout the world once again i would like to congratulate you and wish you all the best karyn ross lean international specialist consulting one

of the main challenges that we have to overcome these days is the dogmatic view based on methodologies and methods often so deeply ingrained in the professionals

are the methods that they simply forget what really matters and what needs to be done to turn the idea into a result the transformation of ideas into results requires

dedication motivation passion and willpower indeed these topics are not necessarily learned by using a specific method works like this book by clovis bergamo allow for a

broader understanding of the different paths that can be taken to get things done ricardo viana vargas former chairman project management institute former director

infrastructure and project management at the united nations unops the world is changing at a speed never seen before and technology is undoubtedly the main element

that has brought about this transformation in this global and highly competitive environment companies seek to deliver an experience that is increasingly attractive and of

greater value to its customers as well as slashing operating costs transforming its operations with increasingly efficient and touchless processes this work is of great value

in this underlying scenario as this work contributes to these two main objectives in a way that is practical agile customer focused and profitable for companies i hope you

enjoy reading it paulo roberto siqueira pinto junior operations director business transformation leader for brazil and latin america accenture this book helps to break

paradigms leading us to more up to date and disruptive thoughts about differentiated organizations and professionals within an increasingly demanding market allowing

clear vision of the integrated application of lean six sigma agile and design thinking methodologies this widens the vision in business presenting extremely relevant content

to this world beset with so much volatility uncertainties complexity and ambiguities this is vuca don t miss the opportunity to browse the transformative pages of this book

ricardo cancela chairman of leaderx bbx entrepreneur and enthusiast of human revolutions currently the need for companies to work with excellence in all their lines of



business is getting stronger and more evident the elimination of waste thereby creating value for its customers empowering employees reducing procedure variability

slashing costs and solving problems from the root this means that several philosophies and methodologies intertwine this book brings a structured and disruptive reflection

stirring up thoughts about what is traditional showing that the cohesion and coexistence of these philosophies and methodologies in favor of operational and organizational

excellence is indeed possible danilo vilar teixeira head of continuous improvement supply chain grupo pão de açúcar group gpa

Hybrid Model

2017-10-24

utilize a new layers based development model for embedded systems using agile techniques for software architecture and management firmware is comprised of both

hardware and software but the applicability of agile in embedded systems development is new this book provides a step by step process showing how this is possible the

book details how the moving parts in embedded systems development affect one another and shows how to properly use both engineering tools and new tools and

methods to reduce waste rework and product time to market software is seen not as a commodity but a conduit to facilitate valuable product knowledge flow across the

company into the hands of the customer embedded systems architecture for agile development starts off by reviewing the layers model used in other engineering

disciplines as well as its advantages and applicability to embedded systems development it outlines development models from project based methodologies e g

collaborative product development to the newer modern development visions e g agile in software and various tools and methods that can help with a layers model

implementation the book covers requirement modeling for embedded systems hatley pirbhai method and how adapting the hp method with the help of the tools discussed

in this book can be seen as a practical example for a complete embedded system what you ll learn identify the major software parts involved in building a typical modern

firmware assign a layer to each software part so each layer can be separate from another and there won t be interdependencies between them systematically and

logically create these layers based on the customer requirements use model based design mbd to create an active system architecture that is more accepting of changes

who this book is for firmware engineers systems architects hardware and software managers developers designers and architects program managers project managers



agile practitioners and manufacturing engineers and managers the secondary audience includes research engineers and managers and engineering and manufacturing

managers

Embedded Systems Architecture for Agile Development

2013-12-20

話題のwebアプリケーションフレームワークを徹底解説 play framework は java scalaで使える軽量なwebアプリケーションフレームワークです 従来のjava開発者に加え web開発者や新しい技術に敏感な開発者

が注目するなど ユーザー層に広がりを見せています javaはこれまで エンタープライズシステムを中心に利用されていたことから 重量級言語というイメージがありました しかし play frameworkは高い生産性を主眼に

置いて開発されたため 近年 開発者たちの関心を集めるアジャイルな開発を実現できるようになります 本書では mvcモデルやアプリケーション作成の基礎 さらにはweb開発でトレンドになっている通信関連の規格やそれ

を取り込んだ実践的な開発について サンプルを作りながら丁寧に解説します 本電子書籍は同名出版物を底本とし作成しました 記載内容は印刷出版当時のものです 印刷出版再現のため電子書籍としては不要な情報を含んで

いる場合があります 印刷出版とは異なる表記 表現の場合があります 予めご了承ください プレビューにてお手持ちの電子端末での表示状態をご確認の上 商品をお買い求めください 翔泳社

Play Framework 2徹底入門 JavaではじめるアジャイルWeb開発

2013-06-21

大規模プロジェクトにおけるアジャイル開発の実践的バイブル登場 ソフトウェア開発が数年前とは段違いにスピードを求められる今 アジャイル開発手法の適用が迫られています しかし アジャイルの良さは すでに多くの開

発者に認知されているものの 日本においてはなかなか適用が進んでいないのが現状です 日本の商習慣もその理由の一つと考えられますが 多くの場合 アジャイル 無秩序 というイメージが強いためではないでしょうか 本書

は アジャイル手法のメリットを最大限に活用しつつ ソフトウェア開発をプロジェクトとして正しく運営していくための実践ガイド disciplined agile delivery の日本語版です アジャイル開発プロジェクトの実例と著

者の豊富な経験 そして研究結果に基づいて記された本書は プロジェクト管理者 開発者を問わず また すでにアジャイル開発の経験があるか否かを問わず ソフトウェア開発に携わるすべての方におすすめです



ディシプリンド・アジャイル・デリバリー　エンタープライズ・アジャイル実践ガイド

2010-01-25

a breakthrough framework for adaptive project management from project management guru robert k wysocki for an increasing number of critical projects traditional project

management models simply are not appropriate in many cases complete requirements and objectives cannot be specified up front and significant changes cannot be

avoided what s needed is an entirely new framework for project management one that combines agile methods with the profession s most enduring best practices in this

book robert k wysocki provides that framework the adaptive project framework apf and shows how to apply it in any domain wysocki one of the world s leading project

management consultants has spent decades helping large organizations succeed with complex projects drawing on everything he s learned he explains why a

fundamentally new framework is needed and introduces all five phases of that framework he covers artifacts processes and deliverables and shows how to utilize each

phase most effectively in your environment through four detailed case studies you ll discover how apf can help you adapt to unexpected events encouraging creative

responses based on open partnerships between clients and project teams coverage includes bringing greater flexibility and speed to any project regardless of its goals or

context moving forward successfully with projects that have vague requirements discovering what clients really want not just what they say they want managing ongoing

scope changes throughout a project customizing apf to your own environment integrating apf with existing agile software development methods using apf to overcome the

obstacles to success preparing for the future of project management this book is written for every project participant project and program managers software and product

developers process designers and business analysts who needs to deliver results in a world that won t stand still

Adaptive Project Framework

2012-04-23



economies around the globe have evolved into being largely service oriented economies consumers no longer just want a printer or a car they rather ask for a printing

service or a mobility service in addition service oriented organizations increasingly exploit new devices technologies and infrastructures agility is the ability to deal with

such changing requirements and environments agile ways of working embrace change as a positive force and harness it to the organization s competitive advantage the

approach described in this book focuses on the notion of a service as a piece of functionality that offers value to its customers instead of solely looking at agility in the

context of system or software development agility is approached in a broader context the authors illustrate three kinds of agility that can be found in an agile enterprise

business process and system agility these three types of agility reinforce each other and establish the foundation for the agile enterprise architecture patterns models and

all of the best practices in system development contribute to agile service development and building agile applications this book addresses two audiences on the one hand

it aims at agile and architecture practitioners who are looking for more agile ways of working in designing and building business services or who are interested in

extending and improving their agile methods by using models and model based architectures on the other hand it addresses students of enterprise architecture and

software development or service science courses both in computer science and in business administration

Agile Service Development

1998-04-30

shop floor control and namely the problem of job shop scheduling have been fields of research for a long time however until now no comprehensive framework on the

various aspects exists this book will provide a systems perspective towards shop floor control by stressing its sociotechnical and cybernetical nature it focuses on the

behavioral aspects of control activities and sees the shop floor as the center of value adding manufacturing activities within an enterprise the book enables the reader to

understand the interaction of organization information technology and human resources this eventually allows to achieve holistic and agile solutions and facilitates

profound organizational change the book will therefore provide a welcome addition to several standard textbooks on the issue



Shop Floor Control - A Systems Perspective

2010-10-08

the less 2010 conference was the first scientific conference dedicated to advancing the lean enterprise software and systems body of knowledge it fostered interactions by

joining the lean product development community with the agile community coupled with innovative ideas nurtured by the beyond budgeting school of thinking the

conference was organized in collaboration with the lean software and systems consortium lssc the conference is established as a conference series the idea of the

conference was to offer a unique platform for advancing the state of the art in research and practice by bringing the leading researchers and practitioners to the same

table indeed less 2010 attracted a unique mix of participants including academics researchers leading consultants and industry practitioners the aim of the conference was

to use this diverse community to advance research and practical knowledge concerning lean thinking within the field of software business and development less 2010 had

more than 60 of its speakers come from the industry and the remaining from academia less is poised to grow as we advance into future iterations of the conference and

become the conference for lean thinking in systems and software development its growth and credibility will be advanced by the communities and knowledge exchange

platform it provides less offers several avenues for knowledge exchange to create a highly collaborative environment each year we aim to bring novelty to a program that

fosters collaboration letting new ideas thrive during and after the conference

Lean Enterprise Software and Systems

2005

your hands on in the trenches guide to successfully leading agileprojectsagile methods promise to infuse development with unprecedented flexibility speed and valueand

these promises are attracting it organizations worldwide however agile methods often fail to clearly define the manager s role and many managers have been reluctant to



buy in now expert project manager sanjiv augustine introduces agility from the manager s point of view offering a proven management framework that addresses

everything from team building to project control augustine bridges the disconnect between the assumptions and techniques of traditional and agile management

demonstrating why agility is better aligned with today s project realities and how to simplify your transition using a detailed case study he shows how agile methods can

scale to succeed in even the largest projects defining a high value role for the manager in agile project environmentsrefocusing on outcomes not rigid plans processes or

controlsstructuring and building adaptive self organizing organic teams forming a guiding vision that aligns your team behind a common purposeempowering your team

with the information it needs to succeedmanaging the flow of customer value from one creative stage to the nextleveraging your team members strengths as whole

persons implementing full life cycle agility from planning and coding to maintenance and knowledge transfer customizing agile methods to your unique

environmentbecoming an adaptive leader who can inspire and energize agile teams whether you re a technical or business manager managing agile projectsgives you all

the tools you need to implement agility in your environmentand reap its full benefits managing agile projects is part of the robert c martin series c copyright pearson

education all rights reserved

Managing Agile Projects

2016-09-08

building the agile enterprise with capabilities collaborations and values second edition covers advances that make technology more powerful and pervasive while at the

same time improving alignment of technology with business using numerous examples illustrations and case studies fred cummins an industry expert author and former

fellow with eds and hewlett packard updates his first edition incorporating the following industry developments the ubiquitous use of the internet along with intelligent

mobile devices which have enabled everyone and everything to be connected anytime anywhere the emergence of a business architecture discipline that has driven

improvements in business design and transformation practices the development of cmmn case management model and notation that will provide automation to support the

collaboration of knowledge workers and managers the development of vdml value delivery modeling language that supports modeling of business design from a



management perspective the importance of big data management and analysis as a new source of insight into evolution of the business and the ecosystem how the

architecture of the agile enterprise and business modeling change enterprise governance management and innovation building the agile enterprise with capabilities

collaborations and values second edition is a must have reference for business leaders ctos business architects information systems architects and business process

modeling professionals who wish to close the gap between strategic planning and business operations as well as the gap between business and it and enhance the

creation and delivery of business value explains how business design abstraction based on collaborations capabilities and values provides a management view of how the

business works the aspects to be improved or changed and the means to quickly reconfigure to address new business challenges and opportunities discusses how

technology must be exploited for efficiency effectiveness innovation and agility provides practicable and use case based insights from advisory work with fortune 100 and

500 companies across multiple verticals presents the features of cmmn case management model and notation and explains how it enables automation to support

knowledge workers managers and enterprise agility describes application of the value delivery modeling language vdml to link strategic business transformation to

operational design

Building the Agile Enterprise

2013-05-21

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th international conference on software process improvement and capability determination spice 2013 held in

bremen germany in june 2013 the 21 revised full papers presented and 7 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions the papers are

organized in topical sections on process quality medical device software processes design and use of process models studies of software development agile development

it service management assessment for diagnosis



Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination

2015-09-13

the older rigid traditional models of delivering changes has been replaced with an agile way of delivering changes the world of apps and internet driven economy means

that any change has to be delivered almost overnight with no scope for delays and the consumer wants things almost immediately agile provides that project management

methodology to help you get the results immediately

Agile Project Management Methodology for Beginners: Scrum Project Management for Beginners

2020-06-30

this book analyzes new theories and practical approaches for promoting excellence in human resource management and leadership it shows how the principles of creating

shared value can be applied to ensure faster learning training business development and social renewal in particular it presents novel methods and tools for tackling the

complexity of management and learning in both business organizations and society discussing ontologies intelligent management systems and methods for creating

knowledge and value added it offers novel insights into time management and operations optimization as well as advanced methods for evaluating customers satisfaction

and conscious experience based on two ahfe 2020 virtual conferences the ahfe 2020 conference on human factors business management and society and the ahfe 2020

conference on human factors in management and leadership held on july 16 20 2020 the book provides researchers and professionals with extensive information practical

tools and inspiring ideas for achieving excellence in a broad spectrum of business and societal activities



Advances in Human Factors, Business Management and Leadership

2016-07-12

the future of management is here traditional management was invented for very different times and is today in serious trouble the level of volatility uncertainty complexity

and ambiguity in business environments is record high people s expectations towards their employers and leaders have also radically changed a number of organizations

are exploring management innovation that can help them not just coping but thriving and out performing in these new and different realities beyond budgeting may be the

most important new idea out there addressing these radical changes due to its broad scope and coherent approach abolishing the traditional detailed annual budget is

necessary but not sufficient organizations on the journey are questioning their old leadership beliefs and are tearing up their old command and control management

models with agile and human as the foundation for a new start implementing beyond budgeting is both a theoretical introduction and a practical guide to bringing such a

more empowered and adaptive management model to life drawing on the author s twenty years of beyond budgeting experience this book not only demonstrates the

serious problems with traditional management through numerous practical examples it also follows several companies on their beyond budgeting journey including

scandinavia s largest company statoil where the author has been heading up implementation since 2005 you ll get a first hand glimpse at the reality of transitioning a large

multinational company and gain a real world perspective on what successful implementation entails this new second edition has been significantly revised and expanded it

covers the amazing development of the beyond budgeting movement and how the statoil implementation journey has continued since the first edition of this book was

published in 2009 sustaining major events like for instance the 2015 oil price crash a new chapter on beyond budgeting and agile has also been added new

implementation experiences great new case stories new management innovation examples and management metaphors traffic controls are introduced as well as the

author s latest reflections on a range of management issues including target setting forecasting performance evaluation and incentives



Implementing Beyond Budgeting
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